
CAMeRA software now available as Software as a Service (SaaS) 

CAMSoft offers new Monthly Fees option for clients to access CAMeRA software to 

avoid initial license fees charges 

SIDCUP, Kent— 16 October 2009— CAMSoft Ltd., the leader in Property Compliance 

Management solutions, today announced that it would now be offering CAMeRA as 

Software as a Service (SaaS). SaaS is a now well recognised software application delivery 

model where a software vendor like CAMSoft develops a web application and hosts and 

operates the application for use by its customers over the Internet. Customers do not pay for 

owning the software itself, but rather for using it.  

SaaS is a initial low-cost entry point for those organisations who do not want to own and 

operate software, or who have immediate access needs to it, to obtain the same benefits of 

commercially licensed, internally operated software without the initial license cost or the 

associated software adoption issues concerning the IT infrastructure, network, middleware 

etc, and the timescales to become operational.  

The key characteristics of the CAMeRA SaaS software offering include: 

• Immediate access to the client’s dedicated CAMeRA application on CAMSoft’s secure site 

• CAMSoft takes care of the software maintenance -  availability, bug fixes, upgrades 

• No need for installation on PC’s / laptops at the client end – internet access is all that is 

required 

• Customisable client security protocols for access – roles/rights based 

• No initial license fees – 2 or 3 year renewable monthly fees contracts 

“With SaaS, we believe that we can make the compliance software, a key enabler in any 

compliance solution more accessible, and to a broader range of clients’ said Frank Hailstones, 

CAMSoft director. ‘ Clients need to be compliant irrespective of their individual 

circumstances – large/small and their existing IT infrastructures/strategies. We developed 

SaaS as an option to the more traditional software licensing model - which of course is still 

available as an option to clients – to recognise these different client needs and to avoid any 

perceived software adoption barriers that clients might feel as insurmountable – initial costs, 

inadequate IT etc – and make accessing the software easy for all” 

For further information, or if you would like to discuss how CAMeRA can best be accessed 

to meet your particular situation and your specific compliance needs contact Frank Hailstones 

or John Powell at the telephone number or email address below 

About CAMSoft 

Built by practitioners, for practitioners, CAMSoft’s professional solution is the leading 

alternative for enterprise compliance management. Driven by philosophies and best-in-class 

services, CAMSoft's solution enables enterprises to streamline compliance processes, reduce 

costs of compliance, and provide visibility, oversight and control in a multi-regime 

compliance environment. CAMSoft is headquartered in Sidcup. Kent. For more information, 

please visit www.camsoft-grc.com. 
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